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Terarosa Index
Terarosa coffee spaces can be found in Gangneung, Jeju Island, Busan,
Gyeonggi Province and in various corners of Seoul. Each of the thirteen spaces
has its unique view, ambience, and character.
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Jeju | Seogwipo

Gangneung
Coffee Factory/Flagship Store/
Museum/Restaurant
everday 9am~9pm
25, Hyeoncheon-gil, Gujeongmyeon, Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do

After landing at Jeju Island and driving southward for about
an hour, you will arrive at Terarosa Jeju Seogwipo, the red
brick building nestled among the tangerine (gamgyul)
groves. While the sea is just around the corner, the view of
the tangerines farms is what defines this space. Sipping a cup
of hand drip coffee while overlooking the tangerine farms;
enjoying a cappuccino sitting at the table placed among the
tangerine trees; or taking a walk through the tangerine farm
-these are the moments of sheer happiness that you can enjoy at
Terarosa Seogwipo. When the wide windows get opened with
a squeaking sound, the sounds of the palm trees rustling in the
wind and the birds chirping and twittering are heard. Every day
is filled with precious moments that draw exclamation of awe
from both the customers and barista.

Imdang everday 9am~10pm
9, Munhwaui-gil, Gangneung-si,
Gangwon-do
Sacheon Mon-Fri 10am~10pm
Sat-Sun 9am~10pm
6, Sunpoan-gil, Sacheon-myeon,
Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do
Seoul
Gwanghwamun
Mon-Fri 7:30am~10pm
Sat-Sun, Holidays 8am~10pm
50, Jong-ro 1-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
Yeouido Mon-Fri 7:30~10pm
Sat-Sun, Holidays 8:30am~10pm
56, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu,
Seoul
Hannam everyday 8am~10pm
15, Itaewon-ro 36-gil, Yongsan-gu,
Seoul

Busan | Suyeong
Terarosa was invited to an old factory that was first built in
1963 by Kiswire, a global wire manufacturer from Korea. With
only the frameworks left, the building had a rough and rustic
look befitting the image as a place that has treated iron and steel
for sixty years. Terarosa paid attention to the vestiges of this old
factory and embraced the space as is. The soft light permeates
through the complex, exposed ceiling, and the thick steel plates
that were once laid out on the floors of the working areas were
lifted up, cut and pieced together to be recreated as the fifteenmeter streamlined bar. The bobbins on which the wire was
once wound and whose paint is almost flaking off are placed in
the space as the objects that add unique character to the interior
design.

Sowolgil everyday 10am~8pm
30-8, Sowol-ro 38-gil, Yongsan-gu,
Seoul
Coex Mon-Fri 7:30am~10pm
Sat-Sun, Holidays 8:30am~10pm
524, Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul
Seoul Arts Center
everyday 8:30am~10pm
2406, Nambusunhwan-ro,
Seocho-gu, Seoul
Gyeonggi
Seojong everyday 9am~9pm
992, Bukhangang-ro, Seojongmyeon, Yangpyeong-gun,
Gyeonggi-do
Pangyo everyday 9am~9pm
3-5, Unjung-ro 267beon-gil,
Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si,
Gyeonggi-do

Seoul | Gwanghwamun

Busan
Suyeong everyday 9am~9pm
F1963, 20, Gurak-ro 123beon-gil,
Suyeong-gu, Busan

Terarosa in urban center was launched after a long wait. Ten
years of enriching the quality-after those years, Terarosa opened
its first space in Seoul at Gwanghwamun. Terarosas located at
the heart of the city has diverse use and various functions for
people who visit the place. It could be a sitting room for some, a
study for others and a place of social gathering for some others.
Terarosa Gwanghwamun is a vibrant space that offers freshly
baked bread and freshly brewed coffee in early mornings, and
serves hearty brunch dishes prepared with seasonal ingredients
and all sorts of spices at lunchtime.

Jeju
Seogwipo everyday 9am~9pm
27-16, Chilsimni-ro 658beon-gil,
Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do

For more information
Coffee Space, Terarosa | This book tells the story of Terarosa, which builds the world of coffee upon
the unique architecture, various artworks and cultural communication. It is a collection of photographs
showcasing the space and landscape of Terarosa, which is the rich stage where the story unfolds.
Published in 2018. KRW 35,000
Terarosa Cookbook | The first cookbook of Terarosa Kitchen. Warm and bright aroma and flavors with
hidden layers of time and efforts, they all come to the hearty cuisine of Terarosa. KRW 38,000

A Journey of
Sixteen Years
Terarosa is a coffee company that first launched here in Gangneung in 2002.
Just as Samsung’s Galaxy and Apple’s iPhone are in fierce competition in
the global smartphone market, coffee is an industry where there are intense
international competitions. Terarosa has always looked towards the world,
focused on the producers to bring evolution to flavors and taste. Insight and
artistic quality, and the integration of these two elements with science-that is
the passion Terarosa has poured into coffee, and from that passion came the
difference, one that set us apart from the other competitions.
As of 2018, Terarosa is currently running thirteen coffee spaces. Nestled
among the tangerine (gamgyul) groves of Jeju Island, located in a forest of
pine trees overlooking the East Sea in Gangneung, built inside an old, restored
wire factory of Busan, and placed in the heart of Seoul such as Gangbuk and
Gangnam, each branch has created a unique space that tells its own story.
In those spaces, coffee is more than just a cup of drink. Coffee, artistic space and
people- when these come together in one place, cultural communication takes
place. The communication will at times exert the power to push the politics,

society, economy, culture and art to mature. Thus, Terarosa is cultivating coffee
spaces that is more than just a coffee shop.
Above all, Terarosa values spirit. We work in the spirit of allowing the suppliers,
producers and consumers involved in our production to enjoy a good life with
the products that we create. We commenced direct trade with the coffee
producers as an endeavor to eliminate inequality between the areas of
production and those of consumption. This enabled us to increase the chances
for Korean consumers to experience high quality coffee. Furthermore,
we made active efforts to let the consumers understand the hard work that
the coffee producers put into making such high quality coffee, which often gets
neglected. We believe that these attempts and efforts are the vital power of our
coffee spaces. In addition, Terarosa is conducting not only the coffee business,
but also the bakery and restaurant business. The spirit with which we run our
coffee business extends to our bakeries and restaurants as well. Terarosa, is-and
constantly striving to be-the good, earnest intermediary that connects the first
producer and the final consumer.
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How to Maximize

COFFEE

Your Time and Enjoyment
at Terarosa
Welcome to the Terarosa headquarters,
Terarosa Coffee Village. Here are some suggestions to
maximize your enjoyment of the coffee, restaurant and
museum at the headquarters.

MUSEUM
Hand drip

Behind story

Brunch 9am-3:30pm (last order 2:30pm)

Coffee Road

If you come to the bar, you can watch the baristas making “hand drip” (a.k.a.
“pour over”) coffee. They are trained to bring out the aroma and flavor of
medium roasted coffee in a cup. Each coffee from different origins and farms
has unique characters. If you are used to drinking only the variations of
espresso-based coffee, we strongly recommend you try our hand drip coffee.

Coffee is an agricultural product, which means that coffee has a best-before
end. Terarosa green bean buyers travel to the coffee farms during the harvesting
season and check the harvesting progress and overall conditions. They
overlook the coffee crop conditions, handling of the processing procedures
and requirements, and the quality of beans which determine the flavor of
coffee. After carefully selecting the high quality coffee that meets the standard
of Terarosa, we quickly proceed to the import process, and do everything to
ensure the beans to be preserved in fresh state. Since coffee is an agricultural
product, if the humidity is slightly higher than the desirable condition, or the
temperature is higher or lower than the permissible range, the taste can get
easily ruined. Also, it is important to use coffee beans that is less than a year old
since the harvest. After all, old beans will taste stale.

Breakfast menus offered at the Terarosa restaurant are spoonable foods.
Creamy soup made with roasted garlics, crunchy granola with yogurt, pan-fried
chickpeas and spinach in butter, and ratatouille slowly simmered in tomato
sauce-these are some of the examples. Served with a freshly brewed cup of
coffee or a glass of freshly squeezed juice is just enough to start the day right
with a smile.
On a crisp and clear winter’s day, matching a brunch menu with a glass of
sparkling wine can be a tasty choice for lunch. Dill-cured salmon flatbread and
roasted vegetable salad is a light and refreshing choice. For a warm and filling
meal, potato hash with duck pastrami, meatball or beef stew, or pastas are an
array of dishes that you can choose from. In particular, the potato gnocchi
at the restaurant has already become its signature menu.

If you want to learn more about coffee, or are curious to know more about what
kind of company Terarosa is, we suggest you take a look around our museum.
When you step into the museum, the Coffee Road starts to unfold before you.
Human’s long-standing efforts to explore coffee in more depth have brought
and overall development regarding coffee such as agricultural techniques, or
roasting, grinding and extracting methods.
Diverse coffee cultures existing all around the globe are the product of
“experiences” surrounding and “attitudes” towards coffee, which have
accumulated over time. Terarosa Museum can show you the history and culture
surrounding coffee that is still being developed as an “ongoing” process.

Variations of espresso
Terarosa uses two types of coffee for espresso. The Terarosa signature menu,
“classic espresso,” is a medium-dark roast coffee which features rich and dark
flavor with a heavy body. It works extremely well in milk, which, in turn, makes
our macchiato, cappuccino, and caffe latte quite exceptional. The caffe latte,
in particular, is chosen by many as the best latte they had in their life, so please
don’t miss out on the opportunity to try this very special latte. The newly
launched “authentic espresso” is a blend of three of four different green beans
selected each season and roasted lighter than the classic espresso. Refreshing
acidity of this blend is best captured in a cup of espresso or americano.

Buying coffee beans
Try smelling an array of our carefully selected single-origin coffee beans
displayed at the coffee bean section. Talk to our baristas to share your opinions
with them. You should be able to find the coffee that best fits your taste, like
when you are picking out a perfume. When you are buying beans, it is best to
purchase just the right amount that you will be able to drink in two weeks’, or
one month at most. Coffee is a fresh food after all. If you are on the road and
you do not have the proper equipments to brew coffee, then you can try our
selection of “drip bag” coffee. Ten grams of ground coffee is already packaged
inside a sealed filter pouch, so all you have to do is tear the package, slip the
holder handles of the filter pouch over the edges of your cup and pour hot water
over the coffee. It is a convenient way to enjoy a delicious pour over coffee.
All drip bag coffees are filled with nitrogen inside the package, so the aromas
and flavors are kept well.

Every Terarosa coffee reveals the name of the farmer. Furthermore, detailed
information on varieties, processing methods, and the altitude of the farm are
also provided to the consumers. Terarosa imports coffee from about a dozen
different countries and approximately seventy different farms every year
through direct trade. Many among them are farms, with which we have been
maintaining relationship for more than seven years, which means that the coffee
sent from these farms are ingrained with the long-lasting friendship, as well as
the superb skills and hard work of the specialty coffee growers.
After the coffee beans have been selected, we proceed to roasting. Roasting is
an important process through which flavor profile of the coffee bean is created
to make each coffee taste the way it does. Coffee that are reminiscent of sweet
fruits, delicious nuts, or fresh herbs-all these aromatic components are so
light and delicate that the aromas and flavors start to diminish if the beans are
roasted longer than the desired length of time. That is why most of the Terarosa
beans are medium roasted. Roasters capture the moment when the aromas
are brought out at their maximum and the sweet, acidic and bitter flavors are
presented in a perfect balance.

Dinner 5:30pm-9:30pm (last order 8:30pm)
In the evening, all the fresh, house-made ingredients of Terarosa are presented
on our dishes, which are full of taste and texture. As Gangneung is famous
for octopus and beef, grilled octopus or carpaccio made of beef tenderloin are
served as appetizers. We also cook with seasonal seafoods that are sold at the
fish market at the time, and prepare an array of meat or poultry dishes such as
duck confit, lamb shank, pork belly porchetta, hanu (Korean beef) steak and
the like. You can also find a variety of pastas or risotto to choose from. To match
these palate-pleasing dishes, you can order from our selection of craft beers and
flavorful wines to accompany your meal.

Reservation
Reservations can be made by phone. For a group of more than four people,
customized family-style courses are available. Please note that the restaurant is
located only at the Terarosa headquarters.
Contact +82-10-2361-2760

RESTAURANT

Reservation
Reservations can be made on-site. English guided tours with Brazilian coffee
expert are offered at 11am and 4pm daily. Korean guided tours are offered
every hour on the hour from 9am to 5pm.

TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION
Getting to three Terarosa branches of Gangneung by bus
1. To experience the essence of Terarosa-Terarosa Headquarters
Bus No. 105 at 10:00, 12:00, 16:00, 18:00 Take the bus at Kyobo Life Insurance Company
(Kyobo saengmyeong) stop across from the Home plus (retail store) in downtown Gangneung.
Get off at the last stop. Estimated time en route: 25 mins.
Bus No. 101 at 08:40, 10:40, 12:40, 14:40, 16:40, 18:40 Take the bus at the Gangneung Station
bus stop. Get off at the last stop. Estimated time en route: 40 mins.
2. To enjoy a cup of coffee overlooking the ocean-Terarosa Sacheon
Bus No. 313 at 10:10, 12:10, 14:10, 16:10, 18:10 Take the bus at the Gangneung Station bus stop.
Get off at Sandaewol-ri stop. Estimated time en route 35 mins.
3 To a small and cozy space in downtown Gangneung-Terarosa Imdang
Located on the first floor of Northface building on the Culture Avenue (Munhwa-eui geori) in
the downtown Gangneung. Five-minute walking distance from Home plus (retail store).

